
ANU Media Productions

Full Price List & Booking Guidance

Overview
We aim to provide the best quality service for various customers, creating media content to suit

their unique needs. Here is a guideline of packages and their costs. Should you require

something more bespoke, please enquire at anumediaproductions@gmail.com and we will give

you a custom quote. This guide also lays out terms and conditions, from event to

post-production.

Please note, bookings outside London incur an extra travel fee.

In this Guide:
1. Influencer and blogger shoot packages and price lists

2. Podcast and talk show shoot packages and price lists

3. Podcast and talk show full production packages and price guide

4. Post-production guide

Booking Information
On choosing a preferred package, we will send an invoice. Your booking date is secure only on

payment of the deposit stated on the invoice. Your content delivery deadline countdown only

begins once the balance has been paid (advisable to pay by the day of the shoot).
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Influencer/ Blogger Packages
Influencer/ blogger shoots can be done at a location of your choice and/ or we can suggest

some. You also have the choice of pictures and videos taken on an iPhone 13 or a Canon 6D

DSLR camera; you will need to confirm these choices before the shoot day.

A. Quick fire - £150

2 hours or less

Up to 3 outfit changes

Pictures only

B. Intermediate - £200

3 hours or less

Up to 5 outfit changes

Pictures and videos

C. Full shoot day - £450

6 hours or less

Up to 8 outfit changes

Pictures and videos

Subscriptions Available

If you need regular content and/ or production services; monthly subscriptions are available at

discounted rates.
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Podcast and Talk Show Packages
Please note these packages are recording only and include set up and pack down time. We have

Canon DSLR cameras, lighting, and audio equipment, as needed. If you require a full production,

including pre and post-production, please see the next page.

A. Quick fire - £150

2 hours or less

1 episode recorded

B. Intermediate - £200

3 hours or less

2 episodes recorded

C. Full shoot day - £450

6 hours or less

4 episodes recorded

Subscriptions Available

If you need regular content and/ or production services; monthly subscriptions are available at

discounted rates.
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Podcast and Talk Show Full Production
If you require a full production, including pre and post-production, this page is for you.

We have extensive experience producing talk shows, podcasts, web series, game shows, and

more. Please see examples of these here. We can coordinate full productions, from pre-post

production, please see the definitions and specs below.

Pre-production

This includes: researching topics and guests, venue sourcing, crew sourcing, making relevant

bookings, budget planning, call sheet creating, and more. Everything pre-shoot days which helps

shoot days run smoothly.

Production

This includes: filming, production assistance, running, keeping track of call sheets, and more.

Post-production

This includes editing and/ or coordinating editing, quality control, and creating marketing plans.

Producing Prices
Prices for coordinating full productions will vary and will be bespoke to your specific

requirements. Please email us at anumediaproductions@gmail.com to enquire.

https://www.youtube.com/c/MoChunks/playlists?view=50&sort=dd&shelf_id=11
mailto:anumediaprodcutions@gmail.com
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Post Production Guide
This section guides the customer on what to expect after the shoot and with the content

created.

Receiving Your Content

You can receive unedited pictures and videos on the same day of the shoot via airdrop or

wetransfer. If you require editing, the timeline for this will be discussed and highlighted in your

contract.

Editing

The packages described above do not include editing, however, if required this is available on

bespoke pricing.

Editing Revisions

If editing is required, pictures and videos can be redrafted two times from the first edit. Any

further edits, whereby new revisions are requested will incur extra costs. Please see your

contract for more information on the timeline of this.

Further Information

Please inquire via email anumediaproductions@gmail.com for any further information and to

place your booking.

mailto:anumediaproductions@gmail.com

